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Abstract
ParkMe is a mobile and Web application that combines geographic data and parking space information with
user location, social networks and other data sources in order to let its users conveniently find parking, and related
added-value services, when coming to work or driving into town. ParkMe has a particular focus on gathering
space availability data about car parks through crowdsourcing from the inputs of its users. In this document, we
give a brief status report on the initial prototype of the ParkMe mobile app and its back-end server. Note that
“ParkMe” will not be the final name of the app when it is published because there are by now several other
apps with similar names.
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Executive Summary
ParkMe is a mobile and Web application that combines geographic data and parking space information with
user location, social networks and other data sources in order to let its users conveniently find parking, and
related added-value services, when coming to work or driving into town.
ParkMe has a particular focus on gathering space availability data about car parks from the inputs of its
users. The application will let its users add information about car parks and their up-to-date status, effectively
crowdsourcing the creation of the parking data. Naturally, the application will publish the aggregate results as
linked open data, to enable other third-party mashups and applications.
Based on the analysis of requirements in D13.1, and the architecture in D13.2, this document gives a brief
status update on the prototype ParkMe app and its back-end server.
While the whole public API of the server is specified in this document and in D13.2, only two of the resource
types are currently implemented: the main query interface for listing car parks in a region of the map, and
retrieving information about a given selected car park. The server includes a triple store with ca 5 million triples
about car parks, gathered from the Linked Geo Data effort, which translates Open Street Map data into RDF.
The mobile app revolves around a map view, onto which it puts the car parks retrieved from the server. The
user can currently move around on the map, view different types of information (including satellite images and
traffic conditions), and select and manipulate car parks.
The sources and binaries of both the mobile app and the server are available at http://parking.kmi.
open.ac.uk, but they are not currently intended or packaged as a public release.
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1 Introduction
This document is a companion to the actual early prototypes of ParkMe, delivered in PlanetData M18, available at http://parking.kmi.open.ac.uk. The application is defined in Deliverables D13.1 and D13.2; this
document details the currently implemented components and how they can be used, and it contains further
specification of the application’s server API.
Note that the current public Website calls the application ParkJam. The name had to be changed because
after the project was started, several other apps with similar names have emerged. As the app has not yet been
publicly released, the name ParkJam may not be final. Within the deliverables of the PlanetData project, such
as this document, we will continue to use the name ParkMe.
In Deliverable D13.1, we analyzed the requirements for the application, and the data sources that can be
used in it. Deliverable D13.2 described the envisioned architecture of the system and a specified the structure
of the application’s public API.
In this present deliverable, Section 2 includes further details on the public API, and it gives a status report
on what components are currently implemented. Section 3 provides a status report on the implementation of the
mobile app. Section 4 concludes this deliverable with a summary and a high-level work plan for the second half
of the ParkMe project.
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2 ParkMe Public API, Status of Server Implementation
The back-end server of ParkMe provides a network API for accessing and submitting data. The API is designed
in a resource-oriented and HTTP-friendly manner, especially with focus on hyperlinking to related resources,
and on support for caching.
Table 2.1 contains a summary list of the resource types of the ParkMe API. We use the codes (such as
PAVAIL, UDS) when referring from resource descriptions to other resources, especially when describing hyperlinks.
Code
PARKS
PARK
PNEAR
PAVAIL
UDS
UBACK
UPROF
UA
ANEAR
ADATA
PING

Description
List of known car parks
Static information about a car park
Queries for car parks, their availability, further info
Aggregated availability and other information for a single car park
A user’s data source for a car park
User’s settings from the mobile app
Public profile of a user
User account
Queries for additional data near a location
A single piece of additional data related to parking
Checking that the server responds
Table 2.1: Summary of the resources of ParkMe API

Currently, the prototype implements the PNEAR query resource for listing car parks on the map, and the
PARK resource that returns known information about a given car park. (The PING resource is also implemented.)
These resources are implemented as Java classes annotated with the Java API for RESTful services (JAX-RS1 ),
using the Jersey framework.2 The server runs in a Tomcat 6 servlet container.3
The server is backed by an OWLIM SE triple store,4 which implements a geo-spatial index and an extension
of the SPARQL query language for querying entities based on their geolocation. The server is loaded with ca 5
million triples taken from the April 2011 snapshot of the Linked Geo Data (LGD) dataset,5 , which is a translation
of Open Street Map data into RDF. We have taken (and performed minor cleaning on) all triples about instances
of Parking in the LGD ontology.6
Where the resources communicate RDF data, it is serialized using the Turtle syntax7 and compressed for
transmission using Gzip (as defined by HTTP, and supported on Android by default), so as to limit the network
bandwidth use. For listing car parks in a given area of a map, which commonly involves 5 triples (RDF type,
label, latitude, longitude, availability), the compression results in ca 20 bytes transmitted per car park.
The following subsections describe all the resources, implemented and planned, with concrete protocol
information. The URIs are valid on the ParkMe server http://parking.kmi.open.ac.uk.

1

http://jcp.org/en/jsr/detail?id=311
http://jersey.java.net/
3
http://tomcat.apache.org/
4
http://owlim.ontotext.com, version 4.3
5
http://linkedgeodata.org/Datasets
6
http://downloads.linkedgeodata.org/releases/110406/LGD-Dump-110406-Ontology.nt.bz2
7
http://www.w3.org/TeamSubmission/turtle/
2
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Parking Resources

First, we describe the resource types PARK, PARKS, PNEAR and PAVAIL, all of which deal primarily with car
parks. A PARK resource is a description of a single car park, PARKS is the container of all car parks, PNEAR is
the main query interface for retrieving car parks to be displayed on a map, and PAVAIL resources represent the
availability of a single car park. Effectively, PARK, PARKS and PAVAIL resources are linked data providers.
Resource PARK: static information about a car park (one per car park known to ParkMe)
GET

POST

DELETE

/data/parks/{id}
retrieve static information about the car park, along with its rating information
include a link to PAVAIL for simple availability information, with a parameter to list UDSs
returns all known triples about the given car park
/data/parks/{id}
submit an update of the data (moderated)
the submitted triples will be seen as replacements for parts of the existing data
/data/parks/{id}
submit a report that the car park doesn’t exist (moderated)

Data submissions for car park data will initially be moderated (in order for us to control the quality of the
data); therefore data submission methods (POST, DELETE) here will return the HTTP status code 202 Accepted,
meaning the server has accepted the update/deletion request for later processing. These methods may also be
invoked with authentication; registered users may have priority in the submission moderation queue.
The PARK resource type is ParkMe’s main provider of Linked Data: car parks submitted by ParkMe
users will get URIs that will resolve to their PARK description resources. The parameter {id} should never be
manipulated by the clients, as they will simply follow the whole URI of a car park. Each PARK resource will
further link to the PAVAIL resource that contains aggregate availability estimates for this car park, enabling
follow-your-nose discovery.
The PARK resource is implemented to return all the triples about the given car park, as can be tested at
http://parking.kmi.open.ac.uk/data/parks/way34202764

Resource PARKS: list of car parks (singleton, parametrized)
GET

POST

/data/parks?minmaxlatlone6
query for car parks in a map region
parameters: map region (latitude/longitude rectangle, see discussion below)
returns list of car parks (only locations and rdfs:isDefinedBy links to PARK resources)
/data/parks
submit a new car park (moderated), creates a new PARK resource
input data: RDF triples about a car park — there must be exactly one instance of lgd:Parking
result: redirect to the newly created parking resource URI

The parameter minmaxlatlone6 in the URI is a placeholder for four parameters, late6min, lone6min, late6max,
lone6max, which together define the bounds of a latitude/longitude “rectangle” on the map. The latitude and longitude are expressed in microdegrees (degrees times a million), so that they can be integer numbers. To facilitate
useful caching, the client app only ever accesses map regions in square tiles with sides of 300000 microdegrees,
which is roughly 33x33km at equator, and 20x33km in England. The tile size is a parameter for performance
tuning.
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Resource PAVAIL: the availability of a car park (one per car park, parametrized)
GET

POST

/data/parks/{id}/avail?trusted&type
retrieve the car park’s detailed availability information
parameters:
• a list of trusted user data sources (UDSs)
• types of requested additional information for the car park (services, user data sources)
returns: aggregate availability information and other data about a car park (see below)
/data/parks/{id}/avail
submit a record that the car park is full or empty, optionally with a number of available places,
or submit a record that the user is parking in or leaving this car park
(the client may choose to provide authentication credentials, for reputation-evaluating purposes,
but also because for an authenticated user who publishes a UDS for this car park, the submission
will propagate there)

PAVAIL is the main resource by which the client app can query for availability updates of a single car park,
and for other related information. Without parameters, it simply returns the latest estimate of the car park’s
availability. For estimating the availability status of a car park, the system uses the base data aggregated from
all user submissions, but the client may provide a list of UDS data sources that should be treated as trusted by
the current query. This way, different users may see different availability status depending on the data sources
they trust: for example in highly-dynamic situations when a busy car park is nearly full, the general aggregation
algorithm cannot pronounce a car park as completely full after just one user says so (partly because that would
make the data much too prone to manipulation), but if a trusted source does say the car park is now completely
full, the user who trusts that source will see the estimate of “full”, while others may see it as “nearly full”.
Optimally, authoritative data sources will emerge, so there should be few cases where different users see wildly
different results.
Further, along with the car park’s availability estimate, the user may request additional information such as
the services available in the car park, user data sources available for the car pars. This is a network communication
optimization, to avoid multiple network requests (and the associated latency); the PAVAIL resource can collect
all the needed information and return it in response to a single request.
The PAVAIL resource type provides the dynamic car park availability portion of ParkMe’s Linked Data.
The PAVAIL resource, as linked from a PARK resource, will be parametrized to also contain a list of user data
sources for this car park (the UDS resources). In this way, coming from PARK resources, a client can dynamically
discovery all the relevant UDS resources as well.
The second role of the PAVAIL resource is to support submitting data about parking availability. For usability, the API must be able to accept various types of user submissions: a simple flag that the car park has places or
is full, possibly with subtler distinctions such as “getting full” or “many people are leaving”; precise submission
with a number of available places (which we can expect from car park owners); or even information that a user
is parking in the car park (a sign that there probably still are spaces available, if our user found one), or that
the user is leaving — the application may be able to submit these kinds of indicators even if the user does not
submit any more concrete information. ParkMe cannot simply accept all submissions at face value, therefore
it has to aggregate them according to various estimates of the quality of the data, for instance if it comes from
an anonymous user or from a registered one, if the user is seen as trusted by many other users, and if the user’s
submissions have in the past been accurate (validated by further submissions from others).
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Resource PNEAR: car parks near a location (singleton, parametrized)
/data/availetc?minmaxlatlone6&trusted&type
query for car parks and additional information near a location
parameters:
• map region (latitude/longitude rectangle)
• a list of trusted data sources
• types of requested additional information for the car park
(businesses, services or events in the area, possibly with specific categories)
returns:
• car parks with estimated availability — only locations, names and aggregate of availability
• list of additional data (businesses, services, events) with locations, types and categories

GET

The URI path of the PNEAR resources is availetc to indicate that it provides availability and other information.
This resource is currently partially implemented, and gives the prototype mobile app access to all the known
Linked Geo Data car parks, with their RDFS labels, where present. For example, the URI http://parking.
kmi.open.ac.uk/data/availetc?late6min=51300000&lone6min=-300000&late6max=51600000&lone6max=0

returns the car parks in a map tile that covers much of London. Note that currently the prototype does not use a
persistent ontology for parking availability.
As mentioned above, this resource is the main query interface for the mobile app.

2.2

Resources for User Data

Resource UDS: A user’s data source for a car park (one per user per car park)
GET

DELETE

/data/parks/{id}/user/{id}
returns the last entry given by this user for this car park, unless it has expired,
includes a profile description of the user, includes hyperlinks:
• PARK — the car park itself,
• parametrized PAVAIL — availability estimate for the car park, trusting this source
/data/parks/{id}/user/{id}
delete the data source because the user no longer wants to publish it for this car park

The user data source (UDS) resource provides public access to the parking data published by a user, which may
even be useful outside of the ParkMe application. In particular, every UDS resource will provide access to the
latest recent submission from a given user and for a given car park.
The UDS resource type can be seen as a provider of Linked Data (the user’s submissions), and each UDS
resource links to its respective PAVAIL resource parametrized to treat the UDS resource as trusted.
Resource UA: User account (singleton, varying through authentication)
GET

/data/useraccount
retrieve the user’s account data, including the profile description,
includes hyperlinks:
• UBACK — for retrieving or storing the user’s mobile app settings (for backup),
• UPROF — for updating the user’s profile description,
• UDS — all the user’s parking data sources

Resource UPROF: Public profile of a user (singleton, varying through authentication)
GET
PUT

/data/useraccount/profile
retrieves the profile description of the user
/data/useraccount/profile
updates the profile description of the user
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Resource UBACK: User’s settings from the mobile app (singleton, varying through authentication)
GET
PUT

2.3

/data/useraccount/settings
retrieves the user’s previously saved settings
/data/useraccount/settings
updates the user’s settings

Additional information view

Resource ANEAR: additional services/businesses/events near a location (singleton, parametrized)
GET

/data/related?minmaxlatlone6&type
query for services/businesses/events near a location
parameters:
• map region (latitude/longitude rectangle)
• types of requested data
(businesses, services or events in the area, possibly with specific categories)
returns: list of descriptions (of businesses, services, events) with locations, types and categories

Resource ADATA: additional service/business/event (one per description)
GET

2.4

/data/related/{id}
retrieve all the information about this particular service/business/event
(this will façade iServe for services, plus other data sources, and possibly transform the data)

Server Ping

Resource PING: checking that the server is on-line (singleton)
GET

/data/ping
returns a simple text message that the server is running
the response is not cacheable, ensuring every response is up-to-date

This resource is implemented and can be tested at http://parking.kmi.open.ac.uk/data/ping
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3 ParkMe Status of Mobile App Implementation
The implemented functionality of the mobile app prototype revolves around the main screen which shows the
map with car parks. It is shown in the screenshots in Figure 3.1, which displays the campus of The Open University in Milton Keynes, UK.
Firstly, the app uses the Google MapView component to display a map, initially centering on the user’s
location. It uses a background thread to load and cache map tiles as the user may pan the map, or as the user
may be driving and the map follows their location. Car parks are shown as pins on the map; clicking a pin shows
the name of the car park. If the user taps on the name of the car park in the bubble under the pin, the app starts
“watching” the car park, i.e. it will periodically update the status of the car park, and let the user know if the
status changes.
The MapView component can easily be switched to view a drawn map or a satellite image, and on many
roads it can also highlight traffic conditions. The layers menu screenshot also shows an item for “businesses”,
which is a placeholder for future functionality where the app will be able to show businesses and events (and
possibly other information) on the map along with the car parks.
The main view currently contains two buttons that allow the user to submit availability information about
the current car park. The design of the submission aspect of the app is expected to change drastically; the current
two buttons are suitable for testing the app’s functionality.
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Basic map screen

Switching map view

Main menu

Satellite view

Car park menu

Figure 3.1: ParkMe screenshots
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4 Conclusions
This document is a brief status report on the initial prototype of the ParkMe mobile app and its back-end server.
While the whole public API of the server is specified in this document and in D13.2, only two of the resource
types are currently implemented: the main query interface for listing car parks in a region of the map, and
retrieving information about a given selected car park.
The mobile app revolves around a map view, onto which it puts the car parks retrieved from the server. The
user can currently move around on the map, view different types of information (including satellite images and
traffic conditions), and select and manipulate car parks.
The sources and binaries of both the mobile app and the server are available at http://parking.kmi.
open.ac.uk, but they are not currently intended or packaged as a public release.
The development work has so far focused on the basic functionality — showing available information about
car parks. This is nearly done. The immediate next step is to enable users to submit parking availability data to
the server, and to aggregate the submissions in availability estimates. When this is done, the first version of the
app can be publicly released.
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